
From the onset, MMS colleagues work with a sense of urgency and leadership – meaning they perform efficiently and provide 
proactive guidance on best practices and navigating regulations. In any FSP relationship, experience and consistency matter the 
most. MMS prides itself on having one of the highest retention rates among global CROs, at a level that exceeds 96 percent.

In today’s changing environment, sponsors are constantly looking for ways to reduce time and cost without risking data quality. 
An FSP Model in any of the MMS core service areas allows sponsors to take control of their deliverables, creating a true 
partnership.

FSP Model Benefits:
• Flexible, global resources that are available    

  anytime, anywhere – trained in your processes with   
  a mindset based on urgency and leadership

• Enhanced collaboration, lending more expertise   
  to your tasks at hand and creating stronger    
  deliverables

• Greater productivity, allowing your projects to    
  stay on time and, in many cases, deliver early

• Superior quality, based on strong processes from   
  one of the few CROs that have been ISO certified   
  since inception

• Cost savings, due to more efficient usage of resources   
  through collaboration and heightened performance

 

Why MMS?
• Recognized: Voted Most Outstanding CRO  

  in the 2019 Biotechnology Awards
• Respected: 97% customer satisfaction rating
• Skilled: 750+ training modules in our global                      

  learning management systems for colleagues          
  across four continents

• Experienced: Supported more than 50          
  submissions for drug approval in the last 5  
  years

• Versatile: From industry-firsts to   
  well-researched indications, MMS possesses  
  a depth and breadth of therapeutic area   
  expertise that is unmatched in the industry.

Functional Service Provider (FSP) Model 

Beginning a functional service provider (FSP) relationship with MMS is a smart, 
strategic investment in the health of your drug development pipeline. 
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